
rpa for your business

a c-suite perspective

We don’t believe in a “one-size-fits-all” approach to automation. What we do believe  in is that robotic process 
automation (RPA) has the power to transform your business. And  as the CIO  or automation leader for your 
organization, you are  responsible for determining where your business needs to automate and modernize.

Article: “The CIO's Perspective on Automation”

RPA as a service means defining precisely how RPA fits into your unique business needs. This  begins with:

it takes an RPA village

create added value with RPA by: 

Are you a CIO looking to automate and modernize your business? Discover how 
Neostella can help you create an automation solution for your unique business 
needs. Request a consultation today:  https://www.neostella.com/contact-us/
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“Don’t just jump in and automate for the sake of automation.” 

CIOs / automation leader: 
decision-makers involved in 

every step along the way

IT: regulate how and when to 
use bots, and how to maintain 

new and existing bots

business process owners: 
ensure that business objectives 

and goals stay on track

SMEs: subject matter experts 
that guide the automation team

departments & teams: educating 
employees  so they understand  how 
automation  benefits them  as well as 
the scope of the automation project

The right RPA 
partner

Identifying processes for automation that involve 
multiple applications and human intervention 

Understanding where and why bottlenecks occur

Outlining clear goals and intended outcomes of 
automation

Involving the right players to help guide you on your 
automation journey

Digitizing customer experiences, creating different 
ways for customer interaction

Supporting hybrid work model, creating a better 
experience for your employees

Improving outdated legacy systems 

Driving overall efficiency 

Staying competitive


